
Magic

Square

Gardens

Here is a great way to produce a real, 
valuable vegie crop in a small space.

Why?
n Fresh, healthy produce grown in your 

 own back yard
n Raised garden to save you bending 

 and kneeling
n Big enough to sustain a valuable crop
n Small enough to fi ll a sunny corner
n Instanto!
n A great introduction to the joy of

 vegetable gardening

What is it? 
n Our Magic Square Gardens are recycled

 fruit produce bins
n Roughly 1200mm square and about 

 700mm tall.

What do you get? 
n A charmingly rustic fruit produce bin, 

 many come complete with the odd 
 mummifi ed apple

n Weed mat lining. We staple this in place. 
 Once the bin is full of soil it wont 
 move anywhere

n A seasonal selection of vegetables and 
 herbs from our nursery

n The USER‛S MANUAL - ‘One Magic Square‛
 Grow your own food in one square 
 metre by Lolo Houbein. 
 No it wasn‛t written 
 for us, but it could 
 have been and it is a 
 beautiful gardening/food
 book in it‛s own right
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Do you want to grow your own vegies 
but just can‛t get started?



What are the 
Options?

Option One
The empty produce bin, lined with weed 

mat to keep the goodness in and 
prevent your vegies from drowning. 

Also a User‛s Manual ‘One Magic Square‛ 
and seasonal selection of vegies & herbs.

Prices:  (for Metro Melbourne & prices include gst)

Pick-up* (from our nursery in Keysborough) $95

Pick-up* from your local Garden Centre - 1st bin $130
for every additional bin $95

* You will need a ute or a trailer to pick up 

Delivered to your home  - 1st bin $160
for every additional bin $95

Option Two

 Ready to Go
The Ready to Go option is a fully prepared 

bin with Debco Organic Potting Mix, 
a seasonal selection of vegies & herbs,

and we‛ll do the planting for you or we‛ll give 
you a professional planting lesson on the spot! 

You also receive a User‛s Manual 
‘One Magic Square‛.

Prices:  (for Metro Melbourne & prices include gst)

Pick-up** (from our nursery in Keysborough) $300
** You will need a ute or trailer to pick up
            and a forklift to unload.

Delivered to your home  - 1st bin $350
for every additional bin $325

You want sprinkles
        on top?

Here are some of 
    the optional extras:

n Sturdy castors (installed) $100
so you can chase the sun

n Drip watering system 

 with manual timer (installed) $100
Just snap connect your garden hose

    (complies with stage 3 restrictions)

n Plastic bin liner with diverting hose
(keeps the patio clean) installed $85

n WaterWand 
 solar garden pump, 
waters every 3hrs, 

 more when it‛s sunny 
 and less when it‛s not. 
 Big enough for a second bed. 
 Use in tank, butt or reservoir $135

n Weeping hose kit 
(2.5m with connectors) $15

n In-bed WaterWand reservoir 
(430 litres) with tank fi ttings 

  for a rainwater diverter or hose $190


